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‘ EXPERIMIi!if!lSVI’TE SIJC~ION-TYPIl WINGS*
3y O. Schrenk
!i!hedevelopmeilt of technical flight tends ever more
powerfully toward the attainment of highly efficient
f].ight performance, both for normal. sport and commercial
airplanes as well as for airplanes which serve some sort
of special use. In particular the reduction of minimum
velocity, i.e., tho increase in speed range, has in the
last years mad-e progress, the end of which we have as yet
‘OY no weans reached. Also with regard to climbing ability,
absolute ceiling, and maximum speed, demands and perform-
ance are in process of growth.
In this developiqent two distinct lines of progress
on the aerodynamical side appear: the one concerits itself
closely with the hitlierto existing, customary forms of
construction, and has with the help of additional landing
flaps, slotted Wtilgs, etc., in steps 3ut steadily and
surely led to the improvement of flight performance. It
appears, however, that this d,evelop~~eiltwill, successful
thougk it has previously been, come to a natural limit
within a short time.
ThlJ-sthe second Ilrevolutionary 11type of develop~eilt
is attaiiling an ever-increasing influence a-ridimportance.
The fuildamelltally new types such as the autogiro and heli-
copter among others, cannot as yet enter into general com-
petition with the usual type of airplanes, yet they:bring
and pro-mise such progress that further development is un-
dertaken everywhere with the aim of achieving success
which is farther ,reaching than might be hoped frop prelim-
inary series of developments
~ One must’ assign ail iiltermediate place in this visible
framework to the idea of wing suction. It,can be regard-
ed as a fortunate cxmcurrence, that just nom, after a long
wind-tt.~nel deve,lopnent, the thought .o,f,suct..ion..irnsns.-at-a
practical test with airplailes; the development of flight
technique itself forces such !lbywaysll to be practica”TIY
investigated.
——_——— ___________________ _______________ _________
*“V’ersu.che mit AYsaugefl-&eln.” Luftfahrtforschung, March
28, 1935, pp. 10-276
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The present report collects the investigations of the
past years which, while not -as yet intended for use in con-
struction, S11OW different possibilities for the building of
a suctioil-type wing and at the same time present some ~a~ic
explanations ”conccrning the problem of suctiono
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VII,
VIII.
IX.
OUTLINE
The Contents and Subject of Investigation.
The Scope of the Experiments and Their Importance
in Flight Technique,
.4rrangemei~t and Methods of Experiment.
Experiments and Results with a Thick Wing Profile.
Boundary-Layer Removal by Suction and Sink Action.
Experiments with Flap Profiles.
Outlook for Flight Technique.
Conclusions.
Let us call ~~tent~on once more-to the dOUble ef$ect
of. wing suction. Tirst of all it makes possible the at-
tainmbitt of a substantially higher Ca value, and secbnd-
lY, allows the profile resistance of an uncommonly thick
wing to be so far rcduccci th,at it is not mUCh inferior tO
a normal profile.
In the previous investigation (reference 1) earlier
experiments had given for the first time, after many ‘diffi-
culties, profile- data for a certain (very thick) suction-
type wiilg which mere complete and clear , and therefore
could serve as a ‘bsis for a further systematic procedure.
i?owever, the extent of the results was limited and their
trusttiorthiness coul.iinot jet be guaranteed ii~ all points.
Lastly, the results of that time could not clarify the con-
ditions of flow sufficiently for further developments~
.
——
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I’, THW CONTENTS AND SUBJECT OF INVESTIGATION*
... .,,, ...... . .,.--,
-@irsi of all, ~jhe earlier results of the thick pro-
file were confirmed with improved methods of exp”erimcnt
and altero,d construction of models$ They were refingd
and ;comyleted with regard to profile resistance and amount
of suction, particularly in tho normal Ca region (ca <
1.5).’
The rearmost of the slot locations of that tim~ had
,,
proved itself best. Therefore to start with, different
widths of the slot in this location were investigated,
t,heiltwo slots of different width located farther to the
rear , and finally still two other separate slots.
Subsequently. still other special investigations were
carried out with these models, such as a measurement of
the coefficients; furthermore, a large investigation o’f
the physical, nature of suction. To these groups in par-
ticular, belong certain boundary-layer measurements as
well as ,experiments with two further slot constructions.
Until then, for wing suction, uncommonly thick wing
profiles were used, principally because in them particu-
lar experimental and flight technical advantages were seen.
Notwithstanding the manifestly very favorable exper-
imental results, the construction of an experiment%~suc-
tion-type airplane with a thick wing appeared first as
somewhat daring, since the airplane would remain hardly
able to fly with failure of the suction,
The next task was now this, to show a way in which
the flight. characteristics could be improved-in a similar
,fashion with suction, while the airplane would be capa%le
of normal flight even with the failure of suction.
Suction experiments on a quite ”normal profile of usu-
al thickness were postponed and instead a wing was inves-
———— ______________ _________________________________
*T~e” work ‘c”ol~’ec~s~”i&the’’forrn’of ~n extb~”ct”, four previ-
ous reports of the Aerodynamic Experimental Institute for
the German aeronautical industry. With regard to m’any
particular details; these renorts must be referred to (sub-
sequently designated as Suction Reports I to IV) Ing-, 3.
Ifinkler, who was particularly active in conducting the ex-
periments.
) I
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t igated who se. rear endis a landing flap which is deflec*-
ed downward and where suction takes place in the region
,,
of t’11.ec’orner’ formed there.: Ttio considerations decide the
issue” of the .chbice of. “suction-type “wing wit’h flaps.” ~~~
,.
,.
.’1. It was supposed that it would not be possible
to attain a
‘a value of between 3 and 4 with a
nornual wing (i.e. s thin wing) by means of suction
alone without flaps.
?40 ‘The “nigh ca value should be reac’hed with a“
nornal airplatiets angle of attack in order to avoid
a furthe.~ difficulty ‘in construction and flight.
The wing wit’h flaps was iilvesti~ated with two differ-
eht basic forms of tile flaps~ with the sane area of flap.
The aims of these different investigations were on the one
hand an aerodynamically clean and consequently favorable I
flow, and on the other an automatic aild unobjectionable
lock for the suction slot when the landing flaps are re-
tracted. yhe -present “investigation has not succeeded in
achieving both of these goals at the same time; either
thb oile or the other btiuld not be completely realized-
After some determinations of coefficients, the behav-
ior of suction-flap wings near the grOund was also inves-
tigated,
11. THE SCOP3 03’ THE EX2ERIUENTS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE
IN FLIGHT TECHNIQUE
.,
The thick profile requires a continuous suction in .
flight; the th~n one with flaps needs suction only in
ceitain circum’stancesof flight. Consequently the demands
put upon the out~ut supply during the experiments were
somewilat’different in the two cases. In the case of the
wing with flaps, it is a question of getting especially
favorable values of landing speeds in a short time with
full use of the available suction aggregate. This case
may be d,esignated !’Suction case 111.
,*
In the case of thick wings in cruising fligh%, on the
contrary, it is tile,object, through favorable equaliza-
tion bOtWC,9ilp.TOp~llel” output and blower output, to get
altogether the most economical use of the available fuel-
(Suction case 11).
— ,., . .
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,,
The two suction cases ‘cannot always be simply divided
by wing profiles. ~or example, the thick wing in the land-
-i.ngconditions can be handled in..general.as. Suction case .1.
What the significant perfo~mance factors are in the
two cases is shown in the following sections where various
factors are represented in detail, which in the previous
4
publication (reference 1) were. given only shortly or in-
completely:
e,~ Resultant~ressuie force and lift.- The” lift was
-.—.-—..—..——__=——————————
not def=r:~~l~~~—6~ weighing, hut for a particular cross
sectioil of the profile was found from ~ressure-distri%u-
tion measurements. From these the “resultant pressure
force!’ R, was obtained, which one may imagine split up
into the components of lift A and” drag ~d. Since the
ratio WG/A is small”in practice, we can approximate (in
rm.gnitude , but not according to direction)
/
R= Aandcr=ca*
*
Ql Angle of attack.- a
——— —_—__ .— _____
is the experimentally meas-
ured angle; ~ is the corresponding angle of attack for
infinite span ,and infiilite jet. On account of the quite
unusual ratio between model size and channel size, the
difference between a arid am is very large, As it
could not be determined by theoretical considerations,
am was determined from the direction of R which is given
by the pressure distribution. am is exactly perpendicu-
lar to A; for R tilts does not quite hold exactly, hut
still approximately A small correction, dependent on the
value of ~d was estimated and added where it seemed nec-
essarz.
C) The ~uantit~ of air removed by suctioil.- The quai~ti+
- .-——— .—.-—_____-__...______________... .-—.-..——.——
ty of air removed by suction Q&-) is given %y the dirnefi-
sionless coefficieilt
_~/
CQ = VF
—._—-.——_.———_ _____ ________ ______ ..——— __-_______._— ____________ ..__._
*It may %e mentioi~ed that for very high ca values ,(3 aild
more) with” usual a’sp”ectrat-i’osalso , the Ca, value re-
ceives a correction and indeed a decrease of substantial
size, which is coi~~lected with the ilormal induced resistance.
If momeiltarily we designate hy Ca the value for infii~ite
m-—
aspect ratio, then Ca = cam cos ai whore ai is as usual
the induced angle of downwash. For normal wings COS ai @
1.
-? ,j
J
.,.
,,.
\ ‘.
.
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where v is the velocity, F the surface of the wing,
-and cQt (t=chord) may be ~.esignatcd as “thickness of flow’l
.
of the air disappearing inside the wing.
d)_The suction pressJrs.- Tllis is giVt?II by
— ———_————..—— ..-
‘P
———-
CI?=p
– V2
2
..
T-nis definition indicates a reversal of the sign coiLl-
parecl to that previously given, according to which p was
the suction under pressure. CP will generally be nega-
tiveg (The previous definition had in qertain cases given
inconsistencies in meaning.)
El The coefficients of suction inde~endent of veloci-
-.—.--.————————.-.—--.-————-————--,—-—----—--————-.-———.-——-------.
tX.+ The data concerning quantity and pressure of the SUC-W ‘
~ion blower become more appropriate as far as the airplane
is coilcerned if we do not make them dimensionless” with re-
spect to wind. respa flight velocities, but instead use the
quantities characteristic of the airplane, namely, airplane
weight G and wing surface l?. We obtain then
Q-CQ ____––
;-175 =
a r:Gl?
and
!i!i~es”etwo factors have a direct relation to the quantity
of air removed by suction and to the suction pressure of a
particular airpla-ne in stationary straight flight and by
multiplication with the fixed constants for the airplane
r
~ GT and ~, we obtain the values Q and p them-
selves.
f)_ The=re suctioil work (not given in the results)
_—— .-— ——-..——————-
is equal to
-$ P* ~ the dimensionless coefficient is equal
to “Q CP** ‘
__________________________________________________________________
*-Qp respectively
‘CP ‘Q positive, Mcause p resp.
CP
is negative.
1[’
I
N..4aC.A. T
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g) ~he total blower work depends in add’ition o-n the.
i,- flow resistances in the air ducts and oil tlie cross sec-
,j tion of the surface opening. If we neglect the flow re-
~
~
distances”, which are to be as small as possi%le, then the
I total blower work is equal to
-Qp+Q$ v~s
!. and in terms of the dimensionless coefficient.
.“
‘cQ cp + cq >–z
I
1
The air velocity in the exit section of the” blower Vb is
i co-nnect,ed with the size of exit cross section Tb by the
!, relation Q = Vb F%. Fb itself will, under certain cir-
cumstances, be given l)y constructional viewpoints. ,
h~ The s~.nk resistance.- One part of the resistance of
— .-z—.—.—— --..__—.-—.._.——_.._——
the profile ~{Q, the sink resistance, can be given im.me-
diately. Its value is
t
I 17Q=~Qv
I
It is caused by the inrlrawn air which gives up its entire
I
forward momentum to the wing according to the impulse the-
0rem. Its dimensionless coefficient is
I
~Q
Cw = —.-————
Q +F=2CQ
2
(
How and where this impulse transfer takes ~lace,
1 whether” by pressure or friction, is unimportant as far as
1
the magnitude of ~Q is concerned, and is probably also
difforeilt from case to case.
[ i~ The measured and total~.ggf_ile res.zg.:ance-- The to-
— ———_— _______________ .———
tal Profile resistance of the wings, which is designatedk
for the reorientas W@l ,I cofisists of “V(J “and a remainder
I lb. ,By ~~ea”nsof weighing, ??m~ could ~e measured; but on
the other hand, ‘cy the use of the im~ulse method first given
I hy Betz (reference 2), it is -oossible to obtain the re-
main&er W@ exactly, as tail ‘De seen from a consideration
.
. . .
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..
in c’onn.ect%on with the orig,inal work by 13etz. For the to-
tal ‘profile resistance, we obtain
.
or, in dimensionless coefficients
c~m ‘ = 2cQ + cwm
cwm , as the result of the impulse method, is contained in
the table of results.*
k~ The reaction effect.-
— —..——.——————.—————
The quantity of air removed
by suction in case 11 will be blown, if possible, to the
rear. For all states of flight except for landing, we are
interested in the resulting reaction s-hock which tends to
unload the propeller. The resulting forward thrust is
AW=- PQv%
or, in dirneasionless coefficients
A Cw 2 CQ I
Cases iilwhich the air. is not ejected toward the rear, re-
quire special consideration. ,
11 The resistance coefficient to be overcome b~._tj~q
— ------------------------------------------------------
thrust of the~~gQeller.-
—.———.-.---—————..
This is with the reaction shock: “
—.—---.-—
(. VbCw )+ 2cQ 1 - $–,ml;
.,,J
As caii be seen from the above, it may become equal to zero
or even negative, depending on ,the magnitude of vb s For
v~=v it is exactly equal to cwm. This relation holds
only for air ejected toward t-he rear.
__————-..———.—--——.———-----..---..--.---—.-—.——...——..—————.-—--——..-——_._—-._—_
*About tlhe tabulated” evaluation of the impulse measurements,
see Suction Report I.
A certain unevenness in the lift distribution may, as men-
tioned above, increase the weighed resistailce to some ex-
tent without any noticeable effect in Cwmo
ml The decisive ~erforrnanre factors in Sti& ion case
— —— ____ .-—..——. .. .....__..
III (see ch. II a.A.).- Wh.en it is a, questi~n of princi-, -
———
pall?” decreasin~’” the landifi’g’V-610cit~,r”;’thk””~ro,ss sect ion
~b of the blower exit is “made as large as possible, and
the corresponding %lower output obtained according to par-
.agrapb g) , I?or the startr on the other hand, our aim is
to make’ Fb a’ little smaller for use of vb in reaction
effect . A general discussion of the performance rela’tio’ns
for start andclimb is possible in general form; howevef~
it is generally carried through more easily for the indi-
vid-ual case as structural requirements geilerally change
the coilsideration ,to some extent.
“e uivale~t profile d.X.q.-&_?2)_?&2___.Q-....__._. _ - the decisive per-
formance factor in Suctioncase III,- T is is composed. of
t]le ~>lower”work” >and the propeller work. The ‘equivalent
profile dra~ll coefficient is ol)t~,ined as the sum of the iil-
d.ividual values g) and l).* l?or given values cQ , Cp, and
Cwa it is also depeildent on ~b; that is, Fb. Calculations
show that for vb,= V, it has a minimum value of
,Concerning c1 , measurements show t’he following:,**
m
~ncreasin~ cQ requires for a constant ca a decrease.of
Cwm and an increase” of cQ (1 - cp).. I?or a certain par- ‘
ti-cular CQ’ (and consequently also Cp, Cwm) the sum of
the two, cl
- assumes a minimum value for all measurements
m’
Tb-is miilimurnvalue of cl is obtained by two entire-Cn
ly different minimum coild,itions (optimum value concerning
quantity of air suction and optimum value concerning exit
cross section of blower) ~ and gives the minimum equivaleilt
profile drag with which the particular Ca can be obtaiiled,
————————_____________ _________ ._______ ._..______ ____ _______ ____ ._
*This is based on the ap~roximateassumpt ion of equal &f-
ficiency of propeller and blower; with small changes these
considerations may.al.so-,bo carried. ovc?r.for.unequal cff.i.-
ciencies, hut for a rapid survey the assumption of equal
efficieilcies ‘seem’s justified because of its simplicity.
**Comnare also figure 5 above, and” sectiori “IV; aiso remark
to fi~ure 5.
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The set of, these points for different Ca values forms”
together the “’eq~ivalent profile drag polarll” (see fig. 5
,.
above) “of the suction-type wing, which iil Suction case II
may be %de the, basis ofaerodynamic airplane design,.
If, in the case of an airplane~ the correct dimension
of p~ for obtaining the minimum value Ctm is not pos-
sible, or at least not for all flight conditions~ then we
obtain for v~ = v, the equivalent profile drag coeffi-
cient = cl
co +cQ(@~
II 1. AM?M$W3MENT AND METHODS OF EXPSRINEIIT
The essent ial details of the experimental arrangemeilt
are shown in figure 1* They are: end plates on the side
of the wing (in order to obtain a uniform 2-dimensional
lift distribution), rigid suspeilsion of the model (no meas-
urement of the forces by weighing) , measurement of air
quantities %y r,leansof nozzles, rlleasuremLentof profile re-
sistance by means of the pitot-tube ra7ke according to the
impulse .meth.od as given by~etz, measurement of lift by
means of drilled holes arranged arouni the profile at the
middle of the wing for obtaining the pressure distribution.
For o%taining the series of pressure-distribution
measurements, suction pressure and profile resistance
measuremel~t s, two photographical multiple manometers had
been built.
The investigation of each measured point was made in
the following fashion: First, the suction was started,
then the wind was started up. The behavior of the flow
was observed and checked simultaneously with the measure-
ments (manometer exposure, measurement of stagnation pres-
sure, and nozzle pressure for determination of quantity of
air removed by the blower system). The evaluation (read-
ing, plotting, determination of areas) was made at the
conclusion of a series of experiments.
A series of checks, corrections, and special consid-
erations which were required to make sure of the results
%efore the principal investigation, cannot be individually
nentioned. “here. (Compare, for instance, Suction Report 1,
section 5.)
). * [1
.,
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The measurements for the most part were carried out” in
a-small 1*2-meter (3,94-foot] wind tunnel of the Aero&yna&
.... .
ical La%oratoryj and at wind velocities betwe’en 23 and 30
m/s (’75.44 and 98.40 ft./see.) , and so at coefficients be-
tween 7,000 and 9,000, i.e., Reynolds Numbers of between
5 x 105 and G*3 x 105. *
IV. EXP3RIMENTS:AND RXSULTS WITH A THICK WING PROFILE
.,
Tigure 2 shows the thick profile with the location of
the drilled holes for pressure measurement; figure.3 gives
the eight different slot configurations- The slots I-1~’
correspond to positions aft of slot III of the previous
investigation;” slot I was als~ as far as the width was
concerned behind slot III. Slot VIII possesses a rounded
rear ed~.e but is otherwise the same width as slot 111.
The tables I to VIII contain excerpts of the results
oltained with these slots. The complete tables, as well
as also all figures, are contained in Suction Report I.
Omitted are the values of CQ %JCte’ ;:i~~’ Ca ‘hich callbe
calculated from the previous data as well as such repeti-
tions as have shown agreement.
To illustrate one case completely by figures, the re-
sults of slot IV are repeated in figures 4 and 5. 2?igure
4 above shows as the envelope of the individual series of
measurements the curve for the required minimum. quantities
of air at a particular Ca.
Figure 4 below (some other slots showed” ~his-””even
more distinctly) shows that with a certain scatter, the
resistance is dependent essefitiall.y ouly on cQ.
Also the graphs of Cp vs. cQ for the thick profile
show again a pretty uniform Ilpath.t) Especially distinctly
is this shown with slots I to IV and VIII (forward ~osi-
tion of slot), less distinctly it is also present for
rearwa’rd”position of slots V and VI.*’
--.--__-___-__-________________,____________________________
*The pressure distribution curves of figures 12 and 13 in-
dicate the reason for this behavior. The suctio:l slot is
located appr’bximately where all of the “pressure-distribu-
tion curves cross. Thus there exists “approximately con-
(continued on next page)
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In figure 5 above we see how, according to the &xpla-
na”tio)nof Section 11 n), we find. a minimum value of ,c~=
for each space a and how the Itequi%.lent profile drag po-
lar” becomes the envelope.
In figures 6 to 11, which give the comparison of the
individual arrangements, all small differences are inten-
tionally neglected in order to emphasize more clearly the
essential influences. Slots 111 and VIII coincide com-
pletely ill the results except for the resistance;
The conclusions which we can draw from the comparison
of the different results are t-he following:
a) The slot width at ‘a particular slot position has
no influence on the required quantity or on the type of
flow, This holds at least as longas the slot width re-
mains within a certain limit, which in the case of slot
VII has already beeil passed; also slot VI seems for small-
er quantities of “flow to be already somewhat too wide.
The suction under pressure and so also the suction and
‘fequivaleilt profile drag’1 are, on the other hand, as is to
be expected, dependent on the width of the slot.
b) The detail construction of ~he slot edges, whether
round or sharp edges 3 does not seem to have decisive sig-
nificance. The rounding of the rear slot edge is not at
all noticeable; rounding of the other edge is, according
to previous discussions, equivalent to a certain widening
of the slot. (See reference l.)
c) The position of the slot is of very considerable
influence on the results:
qor the rearward position of the.slots V and VI
+
1.
the required q-~aiitities of air are roughly 40 percent
larger than for the forward position. The cause is tile
longer path of flow up to the slot. (See also V.)
.& The required suctionsunder pi-essui-es are less for
the rearward position of the slot because tl~e suction
pressures on the profile are less there. (Compare also
figs. 12 and 13.)
~~;&<YZ~ZZ-FF~;-~C-ii~------"--------------------
———-——..-——
stant pressure independent of Ca, C?orlsequeiltlywhen r’emov=
in’g the same quantity of air by suction, the difference in
Fressure between “the outside of the slot and the suction
chamler is roughly the same and thus the inside pressures
will also coincide.”
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.-’.3.,,The profile output polar for the same width. of
slot is generally more favorable for the forward position
of the slot.
4.. The shape of flow in the region between slot and
rear edge is somewhat different in the two cases. This
can be seen from ‘the magnitude of the am, required for a
certain Ca; also on observations with streamers, and fi-
nally.on the .c.ourse of the pressure-distributi”on curves
(figs. 12 and 13). These show clearly that the forward
position of the slot is somewhat too far forward “from the
aerodynamical point of view because behind it the pressure
rise stops already ahead of the rear edge, This flatten-
ing of the pressure curve is we~”l known as an indication
of the vicinity of the separation ‘flow. This is also the
reason why, with the forward position of the slot at the
same ,an&.leof attack, smaller lifts are reached.
d) One of the most significant factors, and one which
all slots have in common, is the. strong decrease of cw~
‘ compared to that of the same profile without suction. As
its Cyfa is approximately equal to 0.05, we succeed by
means ‘of suction to effect a decrease to 1/3 or 1/4 of its
starting value even for small values of Ca. Even if we
compare Ctm instead of cWm then for sinall Ca &ild CQ
the decrease remains
--
~ti~l ur-der l/3*
The considerable scatter of the Cw values is doubt-Cla
less due, in addition to certain faults of the series
met’hod of measurement , to the fact that the resistance, is
not determined as usual as the mean value over the entire
span, but is taken as the value at a particular profile
cross section where local differences cannot compensate
themselves.. From some results and check calculations, we
find in addition that the hardly avoidablo small reduction
of the smoothness of”model surface in the course of the ex-
periments with changes of the model, has a certain effect
on the results. This indicates that with suction wfngs,
great emphasis is to be put on clean construction and care
of the wing surface.
Special. experiments carried out in the large 2.2-
meter (.7.22-foot) wind tunnel were concerned with the re-
quired quantities of air for lrpulling backri flow which has
already separated. This experiment was not possible in
a small tunnel because the jet was deflected very much
~,,,,,,
.,
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by the large model. ~or Values of Ca * 2 tl@* experiments
gave air’quantities of approxiciately 125 perceilt, for’valrn
ues of Ca % 3 a’q<uailtity of air of 130 percent of the
minimum quantitya
Also carried through in tke 2.2-meter tunnel was a
‘series of experiments for determination of coefficients
wit’h slot 1. In the course of this experiment tho required
minimum pressures and qu.antitics were determined for fixed
angle cf a“ttack corresponding approximately to c~ = 2.3,
3oth of these decreased continuously by a small amount he-
2,5 x 105 totween Reynolds Numbers of 9x 105. To a
s~llallerextent the coi’respondirig Ca values followed the
sane courset Altogether conditions with increasing
Reynolds Nuii3er up to 10G seem to become somewhat more fa-
vorable, o“r at any rate not worsea
V. BOUNDARY LAYER ~HOVAL BY SUCTION AND SINK ACTION*
Certain experieilces.in the course of research work
have agaiil called attention to the physical phenomena
which lie at the basis “of the suction effect. Their ex-
planation seemed necessary to a further development. Es-
pecially the fact that, contrary to previous expec~~tions,
slots which lie so near the rear edge as V and VI are still
effective, did not seem explainable according to the old
conception of boui~dary-layer removal by suction.
The old theory of suction was simply this: The strong-
lyretarded parts of the boundary layer in a region of
-pressure rise are removed %y suction ‘oefore they cause
separation. of the total flow; tllereuPon a j~ew boundar~~,
layer is formed which can again overcome a certain pres-
sure rise.
ITOW t~le question arose as to. whether the “sink influ-
ence ,1’ i~e., the change in the ste.tical pressure on the
surface due to tke suction, is not essentially connected
with the formation of the newly achieved form of flow.** ::4
--------------------------------------------------------------------
“L
*Compare also 0’; Schreilk, z.’f.a.~~-l~c,vol~ 13s 1933? P. 180~ ~
**This probleni W~S first invcsti~ated further in a contri- .,,
bution by Professor Praildtl (not yet published) on a total
1
repres.entat ion of .aerodynamicsj also, and ii?.depend.entthere- ~
from, in Suction Report 1, of the aut”~lor” Similar questions,
however, without the correct consideration of the bouiidary
layer, have also been raised by others.
.
!
~
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[, The sink influence consists of a flattening out of
the pressure rise lefore and after the slot, which, in the
itih.ediate”vic”init~ ,of the slot , is even-converted into a- .
pressure drop. (See fig, 14, where the actual “flow with
sink influence has leell denoted %y circles, tfi.eca].culated
main flow without sinlks by crosses.) It arises by the su-
perposition of the suction flow which is directed radially
toward the slot and the main flow which runs approximately
parallel to the surface. According to Bernoulli, the pres-
sure difference l)ctween the two is at each point approxi-
iilately
$P{* ““’-”’:$“ “’~-’/o’<’““’+1?-’;
I Ap=&pvaw -L~.?r.1? ~-
‘f-: k~ ‘
,’~~i !4W’ * “: !
where is the free main flow (independent of sink in-
,,~
... ,.,,<(,I ‘a
fluence) and w is the velocity of the sink flow (small,
compared to the main flow).
It is clear that this change of the pressure field
must prepare a more farorable path for the development of
the boundary layer vvhich does not lead so rapidly to sepa-
ration. The required quantity of air for suction is tlen
(contrary to the old conception) , in no particular ratio to
the quantity of the boundary layer. The quantity required
for suction must, however, be made so large that the two
pressure rises (practically the one ahead of the slot is
decisive) are just yet bearable (German, l~ertraglarll) for
the development of the boundary layer. An essential dif-
.
ference between the two suction theories is this: that the
real boundary-layer suction acts only toward the rear, i.e.,
downstream, while the sink influence is effective both in
the front and in the rear.
Actually the two phenomena will generally appear cou-
pled; the conceptiog~ are, however, also justified insofar
as we can give independent examples of each. I?or“the pure
boundary-layer removal, we can imagine a’ body whose sur-
face consists of a fine-mesked sieve or of a porous mass.
For the sink influence we can consider the wing with suc-
tion at the rear edge. The problem of the investigation
of this section was, ‘therefore,, or.ly a practical one,
namely, to show which effect predominates iil the measured
and similar sections, and which of the two concepts is
therefore more suitable for a working ””~heory.
~,
The previous investigations had shown: slots consid-
I
1
erably farther forward than slot I“are unsuitable because
1
then the flow separates aheah of the rear edge of the
—1
q1
~’
d
-;‘
I
... ..— -.. .
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wing; on the other hand, it was recognized that slots far-
ther aft than V could furnish an aerodynamically good flow
with a certain increase of the quantity Gf air removed %y
suction. Why the most effective slots lie aft of the half
chord can also be explained by considerations which are
not immediately concerned with the nature of the suction~*
However, the complete state of affairs is not fully
cleared Up by such a manner of consideration~
A consistent explanation is obtained, however, if we
add the “sink effect toward thb front,” Some further in-
vestigations have shown that the sink action is actualiy
intimately connected with the suction process.
Ifthe theory of sink influence is correct then, as
mentioned before, a suction from the rear edge of the wing
must be possible. Slot X (fig. 15) corresponds practical-
ly sufficiently closely to this boundary case. As WaS to
be expected, by means of a sufficiently large quantity of
air removed by suction, the flow could be ke-pt clinging
to the wing. The required quantity is roughly three times
as large as for slot I and roughly, twice as large as for
slot V* From a practical standpoint, this result has lit-
tle importance.
The actual proof for the large. contribution due to
the sink eff”ect has been given by another experiment.
(See fig. 16. )
For a slot as illustrated in figure 16, it can be
proven that no sink effect can arise in tile pressure field
if the width of ihe slots is equal to the thickness-of the
layer of air to %e removed. If, therefore, the presence
of a sink effect is absolutely necessary for’ the suction
effect, a quantity correspoilding to the width s will not
be useful, and only such contributions beyond this value
will act favorably, The quantity of air has to increase
with increasing width of the slot.
This increase in the minimum amount of air was most
strikingly proved by experiment. In this case the slot
was located at about the same position as the previous
..-——.__—————-——————————_——--..———__ -——-——————————————.———.—— ..————
*W~.ere greater velocities occur, correspondingly large
pressure rises are also overcomes
\
1
I
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slots V and VI. The results o>tained are:
.. .... .. . .“. ,. ,....-...... . ...
a ~~ s,mn CQ &-
30° ,4” 0.022 -8 l 530.0 5,5 .023 -7.3
30’0 -8s5 .041 -3.2
30° 12.5 .054 -2.6
,..
‘,.,!
The smallest value of ‘Q
for,..r;:s= 4 mm (0.157 in. ) cor-
responds approximately to the ‘val’ueof the plane slot,’ all
others being larger.
The result will be even more intuitive if we consider
the” corresponding curves of the pressure distrilmtion (fig. “
17). Disregarding a parallel displacement, which will be
discussed in the following paragraphs, the curves agree, ,
very well in the forward region of increase in pressure;
also in the region of the sink effect near the slot where~
without an overlapping rear edge, we ought to obtain con-
siderably different pressures for different quantities of
air. A;~parently the creation of a just sufficient siilk
effect was decisive for the magnitude of the quantity of
air.
In connection with’ the above-mentioned parallel dis-
placement, the magnitude of the real %oundaiy-layer remov-
al may be recognized. This parallel displacement is
caused by the fact that for the two smaller amounts of air
no considerable increase in pressure has to he o,verco,me
behind,the suction slot; i.e., in this case the amouiiitof
air” is too small for the actual boundary-layer removal,
whereas for the two larger quantities of air %pth loundary
layer removal and sink effect are acting.
.,
Still earlier there was an idea to make practical us~e
of such designs as slot IX, since in this case the air
would flow in with less suction pressure, bY itself, so to
speak. However, the results show that this is not of,
practical value after the sink effect becornes.of imp’or~.
*all&ei ,,
An investigation of ”the”’boundary ”layeti it-self”””also
gave the same results concerning the sink effects
A method of calculation as developed by Gruschwitz
(reference 3) , was applied to calculate from the boundary-
layer measurements on the suction wing for slot locations
.,.
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I and V, if and where separation would occur in front of
the slot without sink effect (fig. 14). Disregarding for
the present all details, the result obtained is that for
slot v; without the sink effect the flow would have sepa-
rated far ahead of the slot,. whereas with the sink effect
it will~ for the minimum quantity of air, just be able to
stay on. Obviously in this case the sink effect is deci-
sive. The result is not so definite for slot I. The cal-
culations show that without the sink effect the flow would
separate approximately in the region of the slot. It does
not seem possille as yet to draw definite conclusions from
this.
VI. EXPERIMENTS WITH FLAP PROi?ILES*
The section with the four different designs of flaps
investigated is shown in figure 18. Flap I is so dosigncd
that the slot does not Op~il until the flap moves. This
first design has the advantage of a smooth and at the same
time a safe slOt 10CICO
For flap II (a”and %)-it was considered advi~a~le tO
neglect an automatic slot lock in order to clear up the
removal of some aerodynamic disadvantages of design I.
For design 11 the slot is located behind the curved part
of the leading edge of the flap. Nor flap IIc the suction
slot is moved into the rearmost portion of the curved part,
thereby guaranteeing automatic locking of the slot for zero
deflection of the flaps
Fi~ure 3.9 shows t’he meaning of angles ~ and j3 and
the distance a. The nornent (cm~~, which in some cases
has been determined from the pressure d-istritiutions simi-
larly as the center of pre’ssure, has been given for the
leading edge as reference point (fig. 18), while the mo-
ment of the flap has ‘oeen given for the hinge of the flap
as reference point, The pressures inside the chamber have
been measured at station P“ (Seo fig. 18.)
Tables IX to XXI give tke most important results of
these arrangements, again in summarized form.
The values of Cp a~d CQ have been measured rather
—.-—- ——..———————————--—--.-— -,--- - ------- ----—. .-—————— .--—————————-—————
* the flap profiles has been suggested“*The investigation o.
%y Mr, H. B. Iielmbold.
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high and unfavorably due to the comparatively narrow cross
sections inside .tbe ,wing.*
Unfortunately it was impossible to avoid limiting tile
num%er of samples of the curves in ,this case, since the
ailgle P appears as another parameter. A complet’e repre-
sentation may be found in Suction Report III.
For flap IIa, the results have been represented com-
pletely in figures20 to 24, 26, and 29. A representation
of C2CQ is ilot necessary i-n this case.
iil sec.
(Suction case 11
II will hardly occur here.)
The results show that concerning the quantity required
for a certain
‘a .region, a definite flap deflection is
Calways most favorallle in all cases:
p=150uptoca=2
300 ‘f ‘1 Ca = 2,8
450 II 11 Ca = 3.3
600 for Ca beyond these values
Ca values obtained without suction (CQ= o) up to about
2 are important in case of emergeilcy (failure of suction).
The fluctuation of the flow for
10°
~ = 60° %elow a =
has hap~ened since then in several et-her cases- Her e-
by the flow i?luctuates irregularly about 2 to 5 times per
second. between the separated. and the unseparated case.
These irregularities may ilave their oi-igin in two aerody-
namic sources of instability: first , a curved surface with
pressure increase (suction curvature) , aild seco-nd, an edge
wh.ich .“deviates’t the flow (such as organ pipes) , both” act-
ing uilder unfavorable circumstances.
--.______-___-_________.__..-___.__-______--__.______.--___A-------------
*Inside of the wing the pressure decrease from the closed
to the open p’art of the wing follows approximately an ex-
ponential law. The local distribution of the magnitude of
the suction will .%e.,ofthe same character~ ,As an exact
analysis shows,, this tends to increase the values of the
experimental results; however, it is not possible to esti-
mate the resulting errors more accurately+
.,
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The values CP and Cw for the wing with flaps,m
depend’ ‘not only on hut also very much. on the angle of
‘Q .
attack; i.e., the lift, contrary to thic’k “and”rigid see-
tions. Furthermore, they vary with P* SUC’hthat an inc-
rease in ~ causes larger values of Cp and cwm. All
curves * ‘however, seem to show that the conditions of the
flow are rather complicated.
Coinparing all three (four) flap devices, we obtain
the following results (see also figs. 25 to 33 and the
$-~-~1~~,.:
a) With the exception of the suction pressures, flaps
IIa and IIb do not differ very much. Concerning the quan-
tity of air, IIb seems slightly more favorable. Tor 11’o
the flow does not fluctuate for =$ ~Qo* “.
b) Concerning the quantity of air required-for a def-
inite value of the, lift, IIc seems almost, always most fa-
vorable, 1 is better than IIa fcr lifts up to 3.3; for
the rest they are equal. The region of Ca for favorable
consumption of quantities of air for values of ~ differs
very much for different flaps.
c) l?or corresponding suction pressures the order seems
to %e a little different. For very high Ca values which
are decisive for the strength of the blower, I$c is not as
good as the other two which, for a rough consideration, are
‘nearly equal. l?or smaller values of ~ and Ca the con-
ditions are just shout the same. 7Jnfavorahle for IIc, in
addition to that, is the fact that the suction pressures
increase.very fast due to tune narrow slot if the quahtity
of air is larger than the minimum quantity.
.“
d). Tor IIa the pr”ofile drag is usually very small
( -0.005 to 0.02). It is larger for IIc (wO.01 to 0.04)
and it is largest for I (~0.01 to 0.07). “In the case of
landing, larger profile drag is not undesirable if no oth-
er disadvantages are con-netted with it, ?30wever, for
these high values of Ca these differences will be negli-
gible compared to the induced drag.
e) Considerable differences occur for the angles of
attack. For flap IIa high values of Ca, ‘above 3.5$ may
be o%taincd for values of u between 3 and 14°. I’or
flap I, ~ has to he above 14°; IIc lies in between aild
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needs angles of attack of IQo and more... For the actual
airplane there is. an additional induced angle. ,of’attack.
Ther,ef,ore s,mall angles, “a may be desira-~l”e concerning the
laildin~ gear? ,.
From the theoretical curves in figure 26, we may see
how the actual flow approximates the frictionless pure poe
telitial flOW. For flap IIa tho differences compared to
the theory arc about the same as for ordinary wings with
koundary-layer removal; however, they are considera~ly
larger for I aad IIc.*
f) Moments about the Y axis are somewhat smaller for
I and iIc compared to IIa.
l?or Ca = 3,5: lIa., CiL= 1.3 to 1.45;
~ and IIc,
cm
= 1.2 to 1.35.
For the smooth section it might be neutioned that the
C.p. is almost fixed.
g) The efficiency of the flap can be represented %y
d Ca
-—.——
d~”
For IIa this value is about 0.06 (in degrees);
II iIc ‘i II II II 0.033;
II I l’ II II II 0.03 and less.
d Ca
I!’oi- ordinary, ailerons of the same chord, ———-
d~
is about
.
O’.O5.** From the present designs it may be concluded that
certaia differences occur for the flow for different de-
signs of flapsc By means o< some streamlines, figure 18
shows the condit’io-ns as olserved by means of strings.
In cases IIa and 11%, the flow follows the contour of
the section smoothly until the trailing edge; for case I
.-—_ .——_—.— .—________________ _______________-: _____ ________
~k~~~e calch~lation I..._@Oil which these curves are lased is an
exte-nsion of Glauertl s method (ref.sreilce 4) . Glauert?s
method was extoilded for larger values of ~ and a and also
for fiilite thickness of wing sections by approximations
based upon the well-known theory of Joukowsix:~ sections.
**Calculations based upon experiments of.Pete.rsohn and
Higgins and Jacobs (reference 5).
.
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the separation begins almost always at the rear edge of
the slot; case IIc lies in between~ It is obvious tl=t
differeilt values of cwa’ must result fron this. Differ-dca
e-ricesin the values of %S Cnh$ and ~~- are caused by
the fact that the flap with the wake acts like a flap with
a sr~aller P.
To understand these differences in the flow, it is
necessary to study the pressure and flow conditions at
such a sharp deflection by building up the (actual) flow
from its components. According to the laws of the poten-
tial flow, the pure deflection is connected with an under
pressure which increases in the first part of the deflec-
tion and decreases in the second. Therefore, we ol)taiil
pi-essurcs which vai-y a great deal from point to point.
If, as in the case of the wing with flaps, the e&gc is lo-
cated in a field of increasing pressure, theil this pres-
slJ-rewill be flattened out in front of the edge h~~ the
atiove-neiltioncd decrease in pressure. In most cases it
will e-r~ilboccme reversed, w-bile it will. kc increased ‘oy
the incrcasc in pressure. Siot I is -located so t~::atits
forward sink effect cannot be n.ade useful, since it lies
in a region of decreasing pressure, anrhow (as explained
above) . Furthermore, the slot is located ia a region of
very fast-chailgiilg pressure and therefore acts similarly
to the rather. wide slot VII ir- figure 3. Part of the high
increase in pressure which has its origin aft of the de-
flection’, lies beiltnd the slot. and at once starts another
separation. For slot IIa, however, the mOSt effective
forward sink effect is i~oved into the second part of the
deflection; i.e., in the region of the uost dangerous in-
crease in pressure. However, aft of the slot the flow
follows the contour smoothly until the trailing edge of
the wing. The experiment with slot IIc shows that it is
not possi%le to change the location of slots IIa and 11%
very much in order to o%tain an automatic slot lock> since
even i~ow a very small displacement changes the flow very
much . I’igure 34 shows one of the pressure distri’~utions
characteristic $or flap wings with bo-gndaiy ia.yer removed.
‘~fl (coeffi-In a few ,cases the coefficient Cfl =
qo~fl
cient of the flap moment Mfl) was determined similarly to
Ca and Cmh. Since tlie calculation is based upon very
few experimental points, the result obtained is not very
accurate and therefore can only give the order of magni-
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close to the ground, it will be necessary to have a “maxi-
mum anount of suction for a s120rt time, or the gliding mo-
tion will ha superimposed @ a downward. a“ccel’eration which
the acceleration of i-he earth.is some -part of .
An aerodynamic” explanation for this decrease in lift
which occ-drs even t“nough the effect of pressure on the
pressure sideiilcreases near the ground, is given as fol-_
Lows: For tho flap deflected, the direction of the flow
will 3C changed very much toward the ground; at the ground
it will at cnce be directed toward the rear. In-the angu-
lar space b,CtWCeilflap and ground, we o’otain a damming ef-
fect which causes iilcreasiilg pressures on the suction side
of the flap, a-nitlower velocities at the flap compared to
those wit-bout ground effect. Disregarding the region clos-
est to the trailing edge, we can make the rather rough as-
sumption that the flOw along the wing section with t-he
ground effect will be similar to that ‘rith.out the ground,
thus obtaining a relation between lift and quantity of
air. The decrease in the required quantity of air to be
removed is proportional to velocities; the lift of the
suction side, however, dccrcases faster (Be.rnoullits law).
The result is. that near the ground we ol)tain a smaller
value for Ca for the same c .Q
YII. OUTLOOK FOR FLIGHT TECIZNIQUX
Without going into details of construction, we can
estiuate from–the-experimental
to tie obtained in flight; i.e.
due to removal of the boundary
It will be possible to:
results the performances
* estimate the improvement
layer.
l-nc~.ease the sFeed railge;
Increase the rate of climb and the ceiling;
Reduce take-off and landing distance.
Other imp>-ovements such as ~iig~lerloadi:~gs at take-off are
closely conuected with the above-mentioned ones.
It might be ii]entioned that very thic-k wing sections
may’, under certain circumstances be very valuable for both
useful space and. structures (strength) s
The consideration, results of which will be presented
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here; hasbeen made in the following way: .A clean airplane
with flaps, I.owever, without suction (boundary-layer re-
moval) , has been compa,red with two suction airplanes - one
of them with a thick wing section, the other ~.{iththe thin-
ner flap section. All three airplanes are supposed to have
equal cruising speed, equal Weight , and equal rest re~ist-
ance (l?Wr) for equal engines. Tie therefore will obtain
differences regarding the wing area and small differences
also in the weight. :,
The following notation has teen used:
MI = airplane without suction (wiilg area = YI)
11~~ = airplane with suction with thick wing section
(wing area = F1l)
M1lI = air]>lane with suction with flap section
(wing area = Y 111)
The following tabulation gives all the numerical values
upon which the calculation has been based - (Numerical val-
ues for Ihll and U1ll corresponding to ~ne experimental
results) :
——___.—
1 Ii
——.____
Cw Ca Camax FP ma x ———.——
wr
.—-
min c~
Pm in
F
i
.——____ ____ _ _ -----
MI o.oo95a7 2.4d~ 253 –o:;;~F7
Mx ~ .o150b) 4.o.e) 267 g)
M~~~ .0115C) 3.6?). 313d g)
a) Estimated from results of good wing sections.
~) c~m instead of c~p (suction case II, ch. II).
c) without suction; (3= O; thicker section than for
T!!.
d) Tli~~ lift flap.
e) c
amax
depends on the allowable suction.””’ “’
f). Value approximately corresponding to good airplanes.
g) Has to be transformed on account pf the wing areas
3?11 and l?lll to be determined:
1’wr ~1
——-
’11
= 0.018 -–-, etc.
F1~
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For the consideration of the maximum altitude (coil-
ing) the following values have been selected:
For M1l the results with slot IV (Cl. in fig. 4)
For IIITI the few measured points of flap IIa (for&
$ = 15° and 309
For ]iI values have keen estimated, since convenient ex-
perimental values were not at hand. These values nay be a
little coriservativo:
Ca=l Cw
P
= 0.018
Ca = 1.2
=W = .025P
c~ = 1.5 Cw = .035
P
Ca = l.cl Cw =
P
.045
The aspect ratio of ~!~I
c.04 (aspect ratio 8:1).
has been selected so that –~ =
The thickness of the mingbsec-
tions at the root: MI: 20 percent: hfI1: 45 percent;
M1ll: 20 percent.
As mentioned before, the wins section of airplane MI
decreases faster to~~ai~dthe wing tip than that of 11111.
.Lllthree airplanes are supposed to have equal crqnis-
in.g speed for equal engine performance and equal rest re-
sistance. Neglecting the induced drag, me therefore 01-
tain different wing areas:
‘II
g_.oo95
= ‘I 0:0150
—.——
‘III
0.0095
= ‘I ~co115
= F1 0.63
== F1 0.83
For equal weights the minimum velocity is proportional to
r
c~y ‘-*
Pm+ n
——..—=— l Thus we obtain:
cam~ x .__..-_-_._._..._ -_–..––––.-–...
*
.————————— .————————
c~
Since qmin = ??min
G
.-—..——---.-.———--------.
Ca
maX ~X.-_ . Twr
..
---
2 V3
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(0.’36-v‘~fnI~ )= 0.975 vT,li -aI mini
r.,-=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘~f~~~I = 0.9 JJlnl”)”’‘(0.91 “v.. ----!... ‘mini
TOT constant cj~ord t~~e ~igg spar of 1311. becomes a little
higher and thus a little lighte~; the wing spar of HI1l
a little lower and therefore a iittle heavier than that
of 1$1c The rest of the weight proportions of the airplane
al so change S1ight ly. 13,stinat ing all tl:.ese inf lueaces., we
obtai-n the values as given in the above parentlid’ses.
\’ It may he seen that there” is an advant~ge “in the speed
~::
~’
range compared to highly developed, airplanes without Suc-
[
\\ tion which, however, is not as yet very remarkable, and we
1’
!(.,,* have to aiu for further increase in Camax or decre,asc in
,!
Cw or
P
c~m l
,[
~., Introducing a law for the dependence of the engine
~jl
I
per formai~ce oil the altitude in the regioil of maximum ceil-
ing, we will. be able to estimate the differences in the
,/i maximum ceilings of 1:11,MII , and 1,1111 without maki-ng
~/;/ other ass-~~pt ioils about wing and Tower loading. *
Concerning llli1 we can even make another step. I?or
equal span the chord iength of 1111 r?.ecreases to 0.63 com-
yared to 1:~1. In spite of tb.is decreased chord, the height
of the spar at the wing root is greater t:nan that of ]jI,
namely, 0.53 X 0.45 tI = 0.285 tI against 0.2 tI for
~iI. Instead of making the spar a little light er., as in
the case of ]#11, we can increase the syan without in-
creasing the Tspar section, thus increasin~ the all-owahlo
load. Its : (moment of resistance) is Q#-~Q = 1.43
times greater than that of r~’ for equal cr;ss section;
——
the span can be increased by A/1.43 = 1.196,
~h;l: cllOr?,lll
length and depth “of spar may le decreased by ——.—-
1.196 u-titi3./T
utilization of the ; of tho spar for the same cross sec-
tion has been obtained. Unfortuila’tely, the new sp’ar will
‘be a litt”le .I}eavj.er.
-,,.’.,,,~=.-.., . ..“.
——___ —_________________________ _______ _________ _______ ______
*lIowever , not for t&.e ceilings themselves. For the method
of calculation, see refereilce 6.
,/”
,,!! . . . .. . . . ...—..—.— .——
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The airplane thus obtained may be called M~~*
since it has the same wing” area as’ ~~iI. Regarding climb-
ing perforrnance$ it will be better than ~tII and M1lI.
The following values for the differences in maximum
ceiling have hecn obtained:
MIx against 11~:AH* 0.55 km (0.75 km)
Also the speed at maximum altitude has been calculated:*
It may be n.entioned that for several reasons the valUes of
AH and Vg cannot be accurate values.
TO obtain rate of climb and time to clirfibfwe have
to ms.ke assumptions a%out wing loading and power loading,
also about the performance of the engine in ali altitudes
between sea level and maximum ceiling. The results depend
too much on the choice of special con~-itions, so that it
does not seem very useful to give numeric~,l values. ~lu-
merieal investigations~ however., prove again thexsuperi-
ority of the “suction” airplane, especially ~tlI .
Defining the landing run as the path of the airplane
from a certain altitude (depending on the landing field)
to the fiilal stop, we see that two values are important
for its nagnitude: the landing speed of the airplane and
the gliding angle when approaching tho ground.
---------------------------------------------------------------
*Effe”cts of weight have been estimated and accopnted for.
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The landing speed was given previously. The landing
ruil.wil-l. in some .way a,lso le slightly affected by differ-
ences in weig]lt (for the airplanes invest j~ga.tend)..
Concerning the gliding ailgle, the slower airplanes,
17f
M1l and MI1l are slightly superior to ]hI since —- =G
‘G
. -—— ‘For
l-Tqb2‘
IIIIX, however, this advantage vanishes on
account of larger span. Altogether, M1l and M1lI will
be better than MI; MIIX, however, nearly equal or
slightly less favorable in landing run~
Similar to rate of climb and time to climb, the take-
off distance de-Qelldson the engine and propeller perform-
ance and especially, on the wing and Tower loading, and
cannot be easily determined. At any,rate, one knows that
the take-off distance is primarily determined by the presv
sure head qa (at the instant the airplaile leaves the
ground) and the maximum angle of attack ~ of the airplaile.
(Take-off distance = the distance from the beginning of the
rolling until a prescribed altitute has been reached.) The
pressure head may approximately correspoild to that of the
maximum angle of attack. Based upon the experimental re-
sults for the ceiling, the angle of attack can be assumed
to be la~ger for the IIsuction{l type airplane, especially
for MI-J than for MI (without suction). The aerody-
namic pressure qa of the best angle of attack is smaller
for lr!~~x (very likely also for lJ1l and M1lI) than for
~,~I, so that a remarkable decrease in the take-off dis-
tance may he expected for the ‘lsuction~l type airplane, es-
pecially for %1X9
For completeness we might mention that the basis for
comparison changes very greatly as soon as the service
conditions are altered. Thus, for instailce, we might in
some cases neglect a high velocity at low altitudes or,
o-n the other hand, just aim for such a high velocity.
Such conditions have to be investigated separately. 17ith-
out dou’ot, a further development of the suction wing-will
be possible and necessary.
,,,, .
..
. ... ..... . . . ...
Thus the thick wing section will very likely--be supe-
rior to any other design as soon as it is possible to ob-
tain c1 values of 0.01 iilstead of 0.015 at crui~ing
a
flight. I?urther exyerimcnts in this direction are planned.
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As to the wing with flaps, the following problems are
important:
Design of a flap with an automatic locking device
for the slot at zero position of the flap which,
however,’ has the same advantage as Zxa with re-
gard to a small angle of attack required (see
sec. V);
Decrease in the quantity of air to be removed and
in the suction work;
Application o; suction to thin sections with saaller
values of Gw for p= 0,
P
lt is a question as to whether or not fundame~~a~l-~
different forms will be developed in the future.
present time the thicker wing sections seem to have more
possibilities for “future development. However, it will
ilOt 3e applicable for small airplanes since failurg of
suction inight bring the airplaile into a da.agerous situa-
tion. Sufficient safety could be obtained by distribut-
ing the entire ‘[suction‘1upon several aggregates.
T’hus a thick wing section will very likely ilot repre-
sent the first step for the application of houildary-layer
removal, It will be advisable to use smaller airplanes
~~it~lflaps ~~hicllWill be able to fly without ‘tsuction,’l
in order to investigate all the major difficulties of suc-
tion airplanes.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
T170 suction wiilgs have been investigated: a thi@~-
wing SCCtiO:flwith a tlliCkllcSS ratio of 40 percent with
slots of various i~idths and at various stations (fig~e 2
and 3) and a flap tiing with various designs of flaps and
suction slots (fig. 18) l with flap at zero position, the
flap wing had almost no c.p. travel. Its thickness ratio
was 20 perceilt.
In varying the slots of the thick section, it was im-
portant to find the i:lostefficient location of the slot:
1. T“o oitain maximum values for Ca(Cr) for mini-
mum sUctiOil.
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The landing speed was given previously. The landing
ruil will in some .way also be slightly affected hy differ-
ences in weight (for the airplanes investigated)..
Coilcerning the gliding ailgle, the slower airplanes,
lfi
ldll and M1ll are slightIy superior to MS since –– =G
‘G
--—- , For MIIX, however, this advantage vanishes on
Trqba
account of larger span. Altogether, . M1l and 1*~111 will
%e letter than ~11; lllllX, however, nearly equal or
slig~.tly less favorable in landing run.
Similar to rate of climb and time to climb, the take-
off’ distailce de-pends on the engine and propeller perform-
ance and especially, on the wing and -power loading, a-rid
ca~ilot he easily determined. At any,rate, one knows that
the take-off distance is primarily determined ?)Y the pres-
sure head (at the instant the airplane leaves the
ground) andq%he maximum angle of attack Q
(Take-off distance =
of the airplaile.
the distance from the beginning of the
rolling until a prescribed altitude has been reached.) The
pressure head may approximately correspond to that of the
maximum angle of attack. Based upon the experimental re-
sults for the ceiling, the angle of attack can be assume,,d
to be larger for the ~fsuctiontl type airplane, especially
for MI Ix than for MI (without suction). The aerody-
namic pressure qa of the best angle of’attack is smalier
for M1lX (very likely also for ]111 and M1lI) than for
~Y~I, so that a remarkable decrease in the take-off dis-
tance may %e expected for the lfsuction~’ type airplane, es-
pecially for %lX*
)?or completeness we might mention that the basis for
comparison changes very greatly as soon as the service
conditions are altered. Thus, for instance, we might in
some cases neglect a high velocity at low altitudes or,
on the other hand, just aim for such a high velocity.
Such conditions. have to be investigated separately 17ith-
Out doubt, a further development of the” suction wing will
le possi%le and necessary.
Thus the thick wing section will very likely be supe-
rior to any other design as soon as it is possible .to ob-
tain cl values of 0.01 iilstead of 0.015 at crui~ingCQ
flight. Further experiments in this direction are planned.
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As to the wing with flaps, the following problems are
important:
Design of a flap with an automatic locking device
for the slot at zero position of the flap which,
however, has the same advantage as Zxa with re-
gard to a small angle of attack required (see
sec. V);
Decrease in the quantity of air to be removed and
in the suction wor:k;
Application O* suction to thin sections with smaller
values of cw for p= 0.
P
It is a question a.s to ~7hetber or not fundamentally
different forms will be ‘developed in the future. At the
-pl*esent time the thicker wing sections seem to have more
possibilities for “future development. Eo’;{ever, it will
i~ot be applicable for small airplanes since failurg of
suction inight bring the airplaile into a daagcrous situa-
tion. Sufficient safety could he obtained hy distribut-
ing the eiltire 1!s-action” upon several aggregates.
Thus a t3.ick wing section will very likely not repre-
sent the first step for the application of l)ouildary-layer
removal. It will he advisable to use smaller airplanes
with flaps wfi.ic]l.willbe able to fly without “suction,’!
in order to investigate all the major difficulties of suc-
tion airplanes..
VIII. CONCLUSIOlfS
T,170suction wiilgs have beon invcstigatod: a thiGk-
ving scctioa with a thickness ratio of 40 percent with
slots of v,arious widths and at various stations (figs* 2
and 3) and a flap tiing with various designs of flaps and
suction slots (fig. 18) l with flap at zero position, the
flap wing had almost no c.-p. travel. Its thickness ratio
was 20 perceilt.
In varying the slots of the tk.ick section, it was im-
portant to find the most efficient location of the slot:
,,
1. T“o oktain, maximum values for Ca(Cr) for mini-
mnm sUCtiOil.
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2. To obtain small values for ‘Equivalent drag’1
for values of Ca for long-railge flight.
(Equivalent drag = thrust work to overcome
the profile drag + suction work;, equivaleilt
drag coefficient Czm defined as Ca and
Cw .)
As t.o the differei~t designs of flaps, it was impOr-
to,nt to obtain a suction slot which opens automatically
with the flap deflection and is free fron certain aer~dy-
na.~,icdisadva.ntagcs of design I (separated flo~~ OVGr the.
flap, large values of a, to obtain large values of Ca) l
It haS :Iot as yet %cen possi%le to design such a flap.
The results of the thick wing section are: With re-
gard to cl for small values of ca s slot IV is better
t-ban VI and as good as I to III and V (c~m = 0.015); with
regard to the suction work at large values of Ca, it is
much better than all others.
Coi~cerning the an~le of attack required~ slots V and
VI are better; Ca values have been measured up to 3.5”.
However, the limit of Ca depends only on the magnitude
of the suction work and according to previous experiments
could be raised up to 5.
With re~ard to camax the results of the flap wing
are similar - ilo measurements being obtained for ca = 3.8.
I?or (3= 45° and 60° (for (3, see fig. 18) , Ca values of
3.6 to 3.8 have been obtained compared to ca = 2 at equal
p, for the wing withaut suction. Slot S is a solution for
the attempted automatic locking device. Slots IIa and IIb
give a <;ood flow on the flap (minimum a required). IIc
represents an intermediate solution, the conditions of flow
being hctween I and IIa. (See fig. 18. )
Near the ground the camax values, for the flap wing
decrease very fast. (Yor explanation, see end of section
VI.)
-Some statements have ‘~een made about the physical rea-
sons w’hich determine thu uil~~s~~altypes of flow and, the
large Ca values obtained (sec. V). Besides the actual
boundary-layer removal (i.e. l removal of the dangerous
layer close to the wall, which causes separation) , there is
l
--
,.,
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a large contribution by the sink effect: The additional
flow directed towart the slot, i.e., the “sink flow*l chailges
the entire pressure field along the surface forward and
aft of the slot so tti.atseparation occurs less rapidly
(fig. 14) . Both phenomeaa contribute to the actual condi-
tions- and are therefore necessary for a clear conception.
Genera,l considerations silow some, though not very
great advantages of the two wings investigated over high-
ly developed profiles without suction Imt with flaps.*
The fo?LloWin~ factors were discussed: speed range, flight
at maximum ceiling, landing and talke-off d-istance.
Future possibilities are briefly indicated.
Translation by Wm. Bol.lay and H. M. Antz,
Guggenheim Aeronautics Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology.
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Table I. ThickwiI TableIII. Continued
CQ
0,0088
0,0074
0,0058
0,00401
0,00264
0,00170
0,00126
0,00083
0,00055
0,00607
0,00495
0,00423
0,00341
0,00303
0,0178
0,o’130
0,0092
0,0073
0,0065
0,0056
0,0099
0,0094
0,0154
0,0’171
0,0213
%
—-
Cwm
0,0131
0,0120
0,0137
0,0146
0,0043
0,0053
0,0071
0,0075
0,0095
0,0101
0,0111
0,0100
90,0066
%
0,00355
0,00357
0,00281
0,00268
0,0186
0,0132
0,0093
0,0065
0,0065
0,0057
0,0053
0;0093
0,0147
—.%
1,13
1,12
1,01
0,98
3,07
2,26
1,74
‘1,39
1,4f
1,30
1,25
1,62
2,31
u c. % w — %
2,50
2,44
4,74
1,39
.1,07
0,95
0,81077
0,65
1,83
1,59
1,43
‘1,25
1,16
5,46
3,66
2,50
2,00
1,81
1,64
2,58
2,31
4,3
4,9
6,9
w
00*)
00*
00*
00*1
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8?
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+9,8°.
+ 9,8°
+’20”
+ 30,30
1,32
1,30
1,26
.,1,25
2,26
2,18
2,09
2,00
1,99
1,95
1,88
2,63
3,33
—’loo
_~oO
_l(jO
_~oo
,,,
_~c)o
_100
—’loo
_~@
.+00
_o,~O
_(-JJo
_(J,~O “
_fJ,~o
_o,fO
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
200
200
300
300
300
0,84
0,77
0,72
0,68
0,60
0,55
0,50
0,46
0,43
f,33
1,34
1,31
1,30
4,25
2,27
2,43
2,06
2,01
‘1,97
1,95
2,70
2,63
3,41
3,43
3,52
0,0083
0,0092
0,0098
0,0107
0,0115
0,0i28
0,0135
0,0139
0,0150
0,0096
0,0107
0,0095
0,0099
0,0412
0,0050
0,0060
0,0076
0,0092
0,0102
0,0111
0,0141
0,0101
0,0085
0,0079
0,0047
TableIV. Thick wing.Slot IV.
a
—100
_loo
_loO
_~oO
—100
_loO
+ 0,’1”
+ 0,1”
+ 0,10
+ 0,1”
+ 0,1”
+ 9,9”
+ 9,9’
+ 9,9”
+ 9,90
+ 9,9”
+ 20”
+30”
f-%
0,64
0,59
0,52
0,47
0,42
0,40
4,38
1,34
1,29
1,28
1,26
2,13
2,09
2,03
2,00
i,98
2,68
3,29
Cwa)
0,0100
0,0103
0,0119
0,0147
0,0176
0,0194
0,0097
0,0098
0,o11’1
0,0119
0,0127
0,0091
0,0079
0,0093
O,o’lo!
0,0095
0,0084
0,0084
0,00395
0,00263
0,00167
0,00106
0.00066
1,08
0,95
0,83
0,72
0,65
0,60
1,2’1
1,10
1,03
0,98
0,92
1,75
1,56
1,42
1,27
1,21
‘1,54
1,91
Table 11. Thickwing. Slot II. 0;00040‘
%
0,66
0,60
0,58
0,56
0,55
0,52
0,49
0,48
P,47
0,54
0,49
0,45
0,44
0,43
1,33
1,28
1,25
2,17
2,12
2,04
2,02;
2,00
2,69
3,34
f%m
—.—
0,0101
0,o’1o2
0,0!10
0,0117
0,o1’19
0,0124
o,oi4’1
0,0145
0,0150
0,0130
0,0154
0,0157
0,0180
0,0194
0,0090
0,0400.
0,0113
0,0062
0,0072
0,0076
0,0087
0,0082
0,0095
0,0095
CQ
0,00369
0,00282
0,00229
0,00181
0,00147
0,00114
0,00097
0,00084
0,00063
0,00170
0,00119
0,00084
0,00062:
0,00039
0,00421
0,00313
0,00254
0,0117
0,0090
0,0076
0,0068
0,0066
0,0100
0,0149
&.<sio’
-
‘cQ
0,00385
,0,00275
0,00f92
o,oot30
0,00086
,0,00.131
0,00053
0,00698
“0,00423
“0,00579
0,00312
— %
—.
1,18
1,05
0,99
0,91
0,85
0,80
0,77
0,74
0,69
0,87
0,81
0,73
“’0,67
0,64
‘1,27
1,08
0,97
2,41
1,95
1,70
1,56
‘1,50
‘1,94
2,77
111.
— %
1,13
‘1,00
0,90
0,80
0,75
0,113
0,68
1;52
‘I,isl
1,39
‘i,02
0,00482
0,00389
0,00326
000290
0,00256
0,0107
0,0087
0,0073
0,0060
0,0056
0,0099
0,0144
_~oO
—100
—100
—100
_~oo
—*OQ
—100
—100
—100
—1OO.)
_100
—100
_~oO
_~OO
00
00.
00
Table V. Thickwi:
ix
_l(-)0
—100
—100
_’loo
_~OO
—0,150
—0,15”
—0,150
+ 9,70
+ 9,7”
+9,7°
+ 9,7”
+ 9,7”
f%
0,84
0,77
0,72
0,62
,0,56
1,64
i,58
1,51
2,36
2,28
2,26
2,20
2,*5
3,05
2,99
2,93
2,89
3,67
3,69
3,62
3,64
3,57
3,57
Cwm
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
+ 9,8°
0,0088
0,0097
0,0107
0,0108
0,0124
0,0067
0,0075
0,0081
0,0031
0,0032
0,0033
0,0048
0,0055
0,0022
0,0026
0,0036
0,0038
0,0035
0,0032
0,0022’
0,0020
0,0023
0,0022
0,00775
0,00538
0,00377
0,00237
0,00162
0,0093
0,0069
0,0056
0,0205
0,0181
0,0161
0,0126
0,0101
0,0233
0,0195
0,0172
0,0158
0,0350
0,0320
0,0284
0,0267
0,0257
0,0247
1;15
0,98
0,77
0,59
0,50
1,28
1,01
0,89
2,46
2,02
1,78
1,41
1,25
2,66
2,2%
1,91
1,75
4,13
3,69
3,16
2,94
2,82
2,08
+ 10”
+ 200
+ 30”
. . . .
!kble lll”.-.’rhickw
u. Cr f%m
0,0i08
0,0114
0,0124
“0,0131
0,0137
o,o’i40
0,0169
0,0084.
0,0099
0,0088
o,oio5
?-19,90
+’19,90
+ 19,9°
+ 19,9°1]—9,90* :,,.-0;54_9,90* .o,48
—0,10 3,45
+ 30’
+ 300
+ 300
+ 30”
+ 30”
+ 30”
—O;w 1;36
—O,*O 1,40
—o,i’J ‘l,3i
l)Reoheok
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TableVI. Thickwing.Slot VI. TableX. Wing,” I. B= 300Lthfla
%
0,00320
0,00M7
0,00145
0,00094
0,00068
0
0,00719
0,00471
0,00320
0,00229
0,00124
0
0,00963
0,00674
0,00434
0,003010.
0,01775
0,01257
,0,0089
0
0,0232
0,0166
0,,0258
lx
—100
_loo
_~oO
_~OO
_o,20
—0,20
+ 100
+ 10”
+’19,9”
+ 19,9°
+ 30”
--T7T-~
o>69’I 0,0114–
0,60 0,0139
0,51 o,of51
0,51~ 0,0148
CQ ! –c, a % Cw xl
— %
1,64
1,36
‘1,’15
‘l,04
0,95
—
2,47
1,59
‘1,27
1,08
0,90
—
2,48
1,76
1,23
0,96
—
4,0’1
2,56
1,54
—
4,63
2,63
4,28
Cmh
0,00386
0,0024i
0,00168
0,00152
0,00712
0,00562
0,77
0,60
o,5~
0,49
1,04
0,97
0,97
0,96
0,93
0,33
0,0270
0,0333
0,0413
0,0465
0,0504
0,0574
0,0269
0,0283
0,0365
0,0409
0,0570
0,0792
0,0325
0,0327
0,0381
0,0467
0,07.94
0,0162
0,0279
0,0335
0,154
0,0154
0,0267
0,0187
00
00
00
00
00
00
12’3
‘lZo
120
12”
120
120
18°
18°
13°
130
180
24°
24°
24°
24°
300
300
34,5°
1,44 I 0,00891,37 0,0098
M I 1:%
/
1,00
0,86
‘1,85
.1,74
1,73
‘1,68
‘1,68
1,52
2,227
2,168
2;103
2,078
1,85
2,83
2,62
2,49
1,58
3,35
2,96
3,47
o,ol’i3
0,0102
I 1,25
1,15
0,0157
0,0150
f,46
1,40
1,85
0;68
0,0224
Table”VII.Thickwi
u % I cob CQ i — %
0,00540‘ 0,82
0,00380 0,74
0,00236 0,64
0,00167 0,56
0,93_.100 W,57 0,0162
_100 0,53 0,0174
—100 0,47 0,0209
_~oO 0;42 0,0240
+ 20” 2,90 0,0081
+29,8° 3,67 0,0032
1,030,0221 1,55
0,0594 2;37
TableVIII.
—.—-
a, G
hick wi :. SlotVIII.
riug,with fl~
%03 CQ
0,00393
0,00258
0,00168
0,00105
0,00488
0,00388
0,00314
0,00253
0,00224
0,0074
0,0060
0,0054
0,0046
0,0090
0,0131
— %
.e XI.
0,0116
0,0126
0,o’135
0,0150
1,17,
0,98
0,86
0,76
Cmh ‘“Cwm /“cQ”
TD,0542 0,007653,0477 0,00538),0513 0;003733,0$98 0,002401,1262 0
— %
2,98
.2,56
2,31
1,89
—.
2,94
2,41
2,16
2,07
—
3,52
2,64
2,02
—
4,83
4,31
3,83
3,27
2,83
2,30
1,72
1,62
—
4,63
3,95
2,35
4,68
3,05
5,15
2,23”
00
00
00
00
00
i,47
1,36
1,33.
1,26
1,05
2,43
2,08
2,06
2,04
1,72
2,58
2,52
2.45
0,0097
0,0104
o,oli9
0,0146
0,0164
1,32
1,16
‘1,07
0,95
0,90 );0464 0,0097
1,0476 0,0063
),0543 0,00477
),0604 ,0,00411
),1158 o
+ 9,8° 2,02
+ 9,8° 1.,97
+ 9,8° 1,93
+9,8° , 1,39
0,760,0038
0,0142
0,0124
o,of57
‘0,0112
0,0090
1,5.8
1;37
1,25
1.14
1,.57 i8°18°
2,06 18°
1,0415’
),0492-
),0547
),1276
0,0260
0,0290
0,0307
0,0321
0,0405
0,0466
0,05s0
0,0613
—
0,0210
0,0281
0,0471
0,0206
0,0335
—
—
0,0136
0,0091
0,0057
0
0,0217.
0,0195
0,0176
0,0150
0,0130
0,01056
0,00848
0,00804
0
0,0246
0,0219
0,0166
0,0277
0,0226
0,0319
0,0309
+ $9,90 2,61
+ 29,9° 3,25
190
240
240
., 240
Table IX. Wing, with flap I. B=15° 240
~“
——
240
Cmh 240240
3;09
3,05
2,93
2,90
2,86
2.80
1,01
0,915
CQ — CD
o —
0,017i2 5,27
0,01240 3,04
0,00918 1,89
0 —
o,oi90 5,32
0,01603 3,88
0,02103 5,5
2:76
2,70
1,40
.3,36
3,31
3,45.
4,20 0,0300
0,00736
0,01455
0,0227
0,0512
120
240
240
24°240
240
0,72 24°
300300,
300
2,46
2,36,
2,23
$,46 330
380 3,583,38
1,23
1,18
300
300
32,3°
2,78
2,65
2,92
0,0113
0,0165
34,30
34,8°
3,79
0,980,0458
,,,-2
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ai5.6
Cmh
0,86
4,03
1,16
=15°
%h
0,54
0,38
0,61
0,99
0,37
T*bleXIV. Continuedkg, W
CWGC
—.
0,0624
0,0634
0,0631
0,1395
0,4708
0,0503
0,0530
0,0847
0,1473
0,~6f2
0,0452
0,0462
0,0669
0,0998
0,1426
0,0366
0,0400
0,054.1
0,0763
th fla]
CQ
0,00827
0,00585
0,00400
0,00285
o’
0,0097
0,0067
0,0048
0,0032
0
0,0141
0,0094
0,0057
0,00’53
‘o.,
0,0221
0,0154
0,01’13
0,0090
0,0106
0,0240
o,9i70
0,0275’
.th’fla
XII.’
%
1,6
1,6
1,58
1,42
1,20
2,32
2,28
2,25
1,91
,1,83
2,76
2,72
2,61
2,40
2,17
3,18
3,06
2,98
2,82
1,39
3:59
3,30
3,74~
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Ta;leXV. Wing, with flap IIa. B-45*
3,47
3,35
3,09
1,67
—
3,47
3,42.
2,70
0,86
,—
3,96
3,22
2,55
1,24
—
4,93
3,68,
2,74
1,81
0,86
4,52
2,44
3,93
IIa.
— %
-
,1,08
0,98
0,89
0,73
—
0,96
0,84”
0,66,
1,14
.:,;;”
0:49
—
‘I;59
1,35
0,99
0,65
—
‘1,84
,.4,33
—
1,93
—
00
00.
00
(jO
00
I 20
’120
120
“ 120120
~80
18°
~8°.180
~ 80
24°
240
24°240
24°
30~300
34,3”
Tablk
—-
L%
—cm
3,96
3,56
2,14
0,83
—-
3,84
3,28
2,57
1,00
-.
4,15
3,56
2,66
1,48
—
3,59
1,85
—
Ulcr
T00 2,0400 1,9900 1,84,00 ‘1,3’I00 ‘1.19
%.’]%,
T0,0035 0,0~850,0036 ,0,0132.0,0336 0,0093”’0,0788 0,01090,0801 0
Cmh
1,00
0,97
0,87
0,57
1,14100
‘loo
.100
100
100
2;72
2,69 ‘
2,59
1;90
T,75
0,0035
0,0059
0,0111
0,0855
0,0904
0,0224
0,0157
0,0112
0,0144
0
200
200
20’3
200200
3;40
3,3f
3,,14
2,51
1,86
0,0041 0,0278
0,0055 “0,0217
0,0123 0,0157
0,0762 0,0216
0,1320 0
1,34
1,29
1,200,0310
0,06T2
.0;0290,
i~, 1
Cwm
0,0074
0,0092
0,0~26
.0,0142
0,0232
0,0077
0,0101
0,0128
0,0064’
0,0101
0,0140
0,0203
0,0274
0,0034
0,0052
0,0112
0,0185
—
0,0036
0.0107
1,3829°
29,8°
29,8°
.
3,79
1,43
1,23
0,0099 0,0299
— 0,0374
—, o 0,48%>
0,0085
0,0053
0,0034
0,0020
0.
0,0052
0,0034
0,0020
o,oio2
0,0063
0,0035
0,0021
‘o
0,0214.
0,04’57
0,0099
0,0065
0
o,031i
0;0224
%
0,77
0,77
0,75
0,68
0,50
1,16
‘“1,~3
1,08
1;51
‘i,47
1,43
1,29
1,18
‘2,24
““1;8
1,96
1,72
2,89
2,84
1,06
3,10
1,07
TableXVI. Wing, with flap IIa. 6=50° “00(JO(JO
00
00
.$
50
100
100
,100
loo
i o“,
’200
a Cr ! Cwrn c, ~ –Cp I Cnbh
.—
00, 2,64 0,0030 0,0230I 5,81 j 1,24
h: 1QW2’:Atz“~o w i!&%uA’;5between.
~er~ &ad seperatedcondition.
1,84 0,1503 0 —
‘lo” 3,32 0,0031 0,0262 5,32’
‘100 3,26 0,0050 0,0195 4,34
10’ , 1,91 0,1612 0 —
0,64
~,~()
‘1,56
0,51
19,8° 382 00059
20,2’3.2,67 o,i700
23,5° 1,83 —
0,0283
0,0344
.0,0343
0,0355
0,0355
0
0
5,11
2,16
1,8
1,73
1,58
—
2(30
200
200
200
300
3W300
32,5(
32,5(
29;5°I 1;26 —
30,00 ‘1,03 —
22,5° 1,46 —
30’3 ‘1,02 —
TableXVII.Wing, with $lap IIb’.,.
.- 10
u I % Cww CQ — %“0;00s9“. 0,0344
— o @= 30”.
0,0120
0,o’166
0,0100
0,0183
0,0134
0,0192
0jO167
p= 45”.
0,0081
0,0207
0,0125
0,0152
0,0156
IIa. @=30°
— % cm&
TableXIV. Wing, with flaI 2(30200
25°
25°
2,73-
2,62
3,12
2,93
3,42
3,30
3,54
3,36
3,15
3,63
3,57
3,70
0,0139
0,0096
0,0213
0,0f52
0,0257
0,0219
0,0268
0,0216
0,0152
0,0247
:0,0228
0,0254
2,97
1,96
4,22
2,52
u c. %w
0,0046
“0,00V9
0,0121
0,0182
0,0295
0,059
“%
0,01.03
.0,0065
0,0047
0,0036
0,0038
0
0,0239
0,0153
0,0096
0,0061
0,0055
o“
.2,25
3,95 0,66
1,67
1,26
.0,93
.— O,ko
3,06
2,57
2,10
1,56 0,76
0,82
00
00
(-JO
00
00
00
100
100
i 00
100
*OO
I00
200
200
20’3
2(JO
200
1,41
1;36
‘-1,31’
1,20
J,14’
0,83
300
300
32,2°
4,66
3,50
4,42
200
2(30
25°
25°
29,2°
5,1
3,32
5,’1
4,55
0,0032
0,0053
0,0091
0,0i18
0,046
o,05i
2,20
2,17
2,03
i,94
‘1,79
1,49
4,38
-
2,75
2,19
1,37
0,74
— i
2,80
2,7i
2,57
2,13
1,85
0,0066
0,0102
0,0216
0,0207
0,0146
0,0100
0,0099
0
2,64 I 0,0044’} 0,0135I 5,7
5,9,
6,4
3,04 0,0066
1
0,0480
3,27 0,0070 0,05M4I——
%.
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TableXXII.Wing, with flap IIa.
ith fla
CQ
0,0086
0,0055
0,0032
0,0017
0,0104
0,0062
0,0039
0,0022
0,0289
)IIc.
— %
1,24
1,01
0,83
0,64
1,41
1,03.
0,80
0,59
3,08
Groundclearancea=O.5t.
L? ! c. CQ
0,0075
0,0054
0,0050
0
0,0105
0,0074
0,0070
0
0,0163
0,01058
0,0118
0
0,0372
0,0156
0,0107
0
0,0196
0,0150
0
0,0318
0
0,0288
0,0288
— CD,a.
(-JO
00
00
00
100
100
100
‘lo?
32,8°
300
300
300
300
300
300
300300
300
300
300
300
~oo
45”
45’J
45’3
45’3
450
‘450
450
450
600 ;
600
1,77
4,64
1,52
1,23
2,02
4,94
1,81
‘1,57
2,30
2,27
2,25
1,79
2,+4
2,28
2,17
1,57
2,44
2,36
1,76
2,68
1,96
2,55
2,55
0,82
0,79
0,72
0,66
1,53
1,45
1,38
i,3i
3,14
.0,0094
0,0117
0,0138
0,0171
1,49
1,10
0,63
00
00
00
00
50
50
50
50
‘loo
~(-JO
~’oo
‘100
~ 50
00
00
00
50
50
5?
9,50
9,50
0,80
j,oo
0,47
,,
0,96
1,35
0,90
0,54
0,0074
0,0108
0,0136
0,0164
1,38
1,37
0,86
0,0082
—
1,98Tab]
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XIX. Wing.‘withflal
.4
IIc. B3(30
Cmh
0,66
0,90
2,19
1,76
—
Cwm
0,0080
0,0139
0,0226
0,0320
0,0098
0,0293
0,0076
0,0126
0,0162.
.0,0249
13,0106
0,0175
%
0;0112
0,0072
0,0043
0,0022
O,ol’lz
0,0034
0,0224
0,0136
0,0098
0,0078
0,0221
0,0152
O,o’lio
0,0229
0,0174
0,0238
— %
3,29
2,46
1,77
1,24
3,16
1,05
5,55
3,49
2,47
1,77
5,13
3,26
1,89
4,69
2,74
‘lo?
160.
*00
100
4,98
1,86
1,74
1,66,
2,11
1,57
2,36
—
’150
i50
2,26
1,97
20’3200
200
200
3,512,79
2,60
2,52
2,45
3,46
Table XXIII. Wing, with flap IIa.
mrancea=O.67t.
a
-
‘loo
100
25°
25°250
3,06
“2,86
‘2,68
Ground Ch’
P %
300 2,20
300 1,79
300 2,77
300 1,50
450 2,36
45~ , 1,70”
60° I 2,87
=7
0,99
—
2,15
—
2,26
—.
3,69
2,44
—
CQ :
0,0101
0
0,0324
0
0,0306
0
0,0300
0,0305
0
Cmh—
30~300
32,5°
3,28
3,08
0,0180
0,0266
0,02033,39 4,21 I 1,08 16,80
‘i6,80
12.8°
12;8°
[It. J3z45* 4,30
— . .
cmA 4,904,90
=&
——
0,0230
0,0350
0,0399
—
0,0196
0,025’I
0,0335
0,0467
0,0260.
0,0341
0,0297
0,0374
0;0382“
Tab]
a’
loo
100
100
‘loo
200
20~
200
20!
!uY!!2
co 60° I 2;6360° ‘1,85
0,0107
0,0069
0,0043
0,0023
4,08
3,02
2,33
0,67
6,4
3,79
2,70
l,9f
“5,7
3,09
5,2’
3,80
4;50’
2,36
2,22
2,14
1,78
3,25
2,89
2,74
2,67
3,34
3,10
3,52
3,46
‘il,Fd
with flap IIa.
,=0.83t.
0,89 Table XXIV. Win,
Giound cl
&
1,25 @lc,
‘i50 30° I 254
‘150 30° I 1’95
0,95 15° 30’3 ! 1;79
18,9° 3(30 i 2,88
18,9° 3(-Jo! ~,37
100 450 i 2,65
1,14 100 450 \ 2,07
..-,,,“-..
1,17 i4;30‘-”““ -’i””-2,93””””450
00 60° f ;,;;00 60°
0 00
600 f 1;64
B 60
.— 6,4° 600 ~,3;01
Cmh 7,50 600 I 2,35
44!2 7,50 600 \ 2,00
—%
1,37
0,75
—
2:26
—
1,78
o,8g
,,.
2,47
3,02
.1,36
—
3,86
2,55
—
0,0200
0,0123
0,0092
0,0066
0,0169
0,0158
(1
0,0336
0
0,0164
0,0178
0,0305”.“
0,0163
0,0228
0
0,0300
‘0,0330
o
25°
25°
300
3(30
l=.v- .,, &;5,
0,0241
0,0141
0,0229
o,oi99
XXI.Wing, with flap IIc. j
1
cr Cwm i
Tabl
Lx CQ
“0,0154
0,0108
0,0072
0,0178
0,0127
.0,0207
0,0138
0,0245
— %
6,6
4,73
3,71
loo
100
100
200
20’3
250
25°
27,6°
2,88
I
:,~~5~
2,69
2,64 0:0364-
. .. ..
TableIW. Wing, with flapIIa.
Groundclearancea=l.5t.
f,22V“I P ,
‘3:8 : co I –cm I Cmh
——
25,5° 300 0,0312 2,41 1,06
2f,8° 450 3:30 0,0288 2,62 4,19
1,31 i*,40 60° 3,8.1 0,0265 4,26 ‘1.33
.3,39 0,0327
3,24 0,0375
.3,64 0,0341
.3,57 0,0385
3,68 0,0406
5,9
3,86
:;:2
5,3
I —
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